5.1 Conclusion

The study which is concerned with the linguistic expression of taboo language in Acehnese was aimed at describing the types of taboo language, the factors of the usage taboo language and how male and female utter the taboo language. Based on the findings, conclusions are drawn as the following.

(1) The number types of taboo language in Acehnese culture were obscenity, profanity, insult, and epithet.

(2) The factors of the usage taboo language were because of anger factor, background of education factor, shock factor, sex factor and environment factor.

(3) The process of males and female using taboo language. The male says taboo language directly but different in female conversely, meanwhile they use it indirectly. Then we can see that male uses taboo language to show his power/status, meanwhile female use metaphors to express their anger.

5.2 Suggestion

The writer has tried his best to conduct this writing; however it is not yet a perfect one. There are still many other aspects that need to be investigated for further study.

By making this research there are some reductions that can be fulfilled by applying more experiences so that can be as a basic research by others. Hopefully this study will be useful for other researchers who are interested in comprehending about taboo language.